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Abstract 

 

 

The viscosity class of motor oils is one of the most important indicators for their quality and identification. This paper 

describes a fast, inexpensive, non-destructive, image-based approach to analyzing and determining the viscosity grade. 

Two groups of motor oils of different viscosity class SAE XW-30 & SAE XW-40 were analyzied. For each sample of its 

digital image, the values of the three RGB components of the basic color model are obtained. The obtained images were 

converted to HSV and Lab color models in MATLAB. The digital images of the samples were obtained using digital 

camera, document camera and colorimeter. The obtained values of the color components were analyzed statistically. The 
correlation coefficient was used to assess the informativeness of the characteristics in relation to the viscosity of the oil. 

The selection of the camera and algorithm for obtaining the color digital images of the oils a comparative analysis was 

made.  

 

Keywords: motor oils; image analysis; Matlab; statistical analysis  

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The viscosity grade of motor oils is one of the most important parameters for their quality, classification and 

identification. Method based on spectroscopy is used for assessment of oil characteristics [11]. Other method is based on 

color assessment of oil samples. This paper describes a fast, inexpensive and non-destructive approach based on image 

analysis and image recognition techniques to determine the viscosity class according to their respective color histograms. 
For the purposes of the study, color histograms were used in different color spaces, such as red, green, blue (RGB), 

intensity of nuanced violence (HSL) and others.  
Two groups from different viscosity grades motor oils (SAE XW-30 & SAE XW-40) were studied. For each sample, 

we applied a color histogram in different color spaces, which can help with the classification procedure. These color 

histograms and their combinations were used as input for model development. The resulting images were converted to 

HSV and Lab color models in the middle of MATLAB.  
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2. Brief description of the problem   

 

Motor oils are used to lubricate internal combustion engines in cars and vans, trucks, motorcycles, mowers, engine 

generators and many other machines. The most common motor oils are produced by mixing base oil components, 

petroleum derivatives and additives. The base oil components used to produce the different viscosity classes of motor oils 

may be of groups I, II and III according to the API classification. In the production of oils of the highest class, synthetic 

base components are also used, which can be polyalphaolefins and / or esters. The main function of oils is to reduce wear 

on moving engine parts. In addition to this function, the oils have detergent properties, protect against rust and corrosion, 

improve sealing and cool the engine by removing heat from moving parts. The classification of motor oils is important 

for quality control, identification of oils, and to a large extent for determining their performance. 

 The viscosity classification for motor oils was developed in 1995 by the Association of Automotive Engineers SAE 

and is known to this day as SAE J-300. The current viscosity classification of motor oils is from 2015 and retains the two 

main classes originally introduced: single-season and all-season oils. The separation or grouping of oils into certain 

groups, which are called viscosity classes, is done through the indicators Kinematic and dynamic viscosity. Kinematic 

viscosity is a measure of the resistance to leakage of a liquid under the action of gravitational force. It is measured at 100 
° C and 40 ° C. Dynamic viscosity is the ratio between the applied tangential stress and the velocity gradient. The 

determination of the indicators kinematic viscosity and dynamic viscosity is performed in laboratory conditions and takes 

time. Therefore, it would be a major step forward to find a non-destructive method to determine the viscosity class of oils 

in a faster and easier way. 

 

Various analytical instruments such as infrared spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence and phosphorescence 

spectroscopy are widely used to analyze and control the quality of petroleum products. All these testing techniques require 

special equipment, sample preparation and, of course, serious knowledge of the chemistry of the analytes. In today's 

world, where rapid diagnostics and results are sought, it is a challenge for science to develop a more accessible and rapid 

method for classifying oils. This can be done after a good knowledge of the characteristics of the oils, their significance 

and the currently used test methods. The only applied, fast method that uses the color of the oils in the visible spectrum 

is the color indicator. The procedure for visually determining the color of different lubricating oils is performed by 

observing the test sample using a daylight source and comparing the color with a scale of reference-colored glasses (Fig. 

1). The test is performed with a colorimeter, which allows the sample and the reference samples to be illuminated and 

monitored simultaneously. 

   

 
Fig. 1. ASTM scale 

 

This indicator applies to the testing of both base oils and finished, additive oils. Depending on the type of test sample, 

information can be obtained on the degree of purification of base oils, their degree of deep processing in the refining 

process. For example, hydrotreated base oils are water white or very pale yellow (Fig. 2, sample <0.5 and 1). The oils 

obtained by conventional selective purification are yellow (Fig. 2, sample 3) to dark brown (Fig. 2 samples 5 and 7). 
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Fig. 2. Oils with different ASTM colors 

However, when it comes to inhibited oils, the color indicator cannot be used unambiguously to determine the quality 

of the oil and its affiliation. The reason is that the additives used in the inhibited oils are dark in color and usually color 

the oils significantly. Thus, regardless of whether we have motor, transmission or hydraulic oils, depending on the 

percentage of application of the additive and their properties, they can have the same color determined by the ASMT 

scale. Nowadays, digital image processing is becoming increasingly important due to its ability to perform fast and non-

invasive, inexpensive analysis of products and materials.  

Digital image processing has been used successfully to classify honey [1], coffee [2], bacteria [3], tea [4], vegetable 

oil [5] and biodiesel [6]. In this sense, it would be interesting to develop a simple methodology based on digital images 

and pattern recognition techniques for the classification of motor oils, which is fast, inexpensive, and non-destructive. 

Here, as in the case where oils with different applications can be of similar or the same color, there is a tendency for 

oils of different viscosity classes to have the same color. This means that it is necessary to look for such a characteristic 

of light that allows to distinguish between different viscosity classes of oils. Studies have so far been done by analyzing 

histograms of oil images [7]. The histogram shows the distribution of color values in the image. It is often used in image 

processing. Another option is to use models such as RGB, HSL and others. 

 
The experiments are based on a report that examines the problem of classifying motor oils based on image processing 

techniques [8]. The study examines the most used motor oil products in Iran (Kian, CNG, Total 5000, Total 7000, Seman, 

Yaghout, Alp, Speedy and Behran). To this end, the authors analyzed a set of image functions based on three color spaces, 

[9], red, green, blue (RGB), [10] hue, saturation, intensity (HSI), and [7], gray scale. 

The RGB system is based on the mechanism of color formation in the human eye, in which combinations of different 

levels of light emission at red, green and blue wavelengths provide a complete system for identifying and recognizing 

colors in the eyes. This model is an additive color model and has been used in computer environments and in color 

television imaging. In it, the colors red, green and blue are combined in different ways to obtain other colors. 

RGB values, which are encrypted in 24 bits per pixel, are determined using numbers from 0 to 255. This value indicates 

the saturation of the color element (red, green or blue). For example, different values of the RGB color system and their 

corresponding colors are as follows: 

• (0, 0, 0)    black; 

• (255, 255, 255)      white; 

• (255, 0, 0)              red; 

• (0, 255, 0)              green; 

• (0, 0, 255)              blue; 

• (255, 255, 0)          yellow; 

• (0, 255, 255)          cian; 

• (255, 0, 255)          magenta; 

 

In HSL, the color pattern (hue, saturation and luminance) hue determines the main color hue (for example, pastel pink 

has a red base tone); saturation determines the purity of the color compared to a neutral gray tone (the less saturated the 

colors of an image, the more it resembles a monochrome gray halftone image) and luminance (value, intensity) determines 

the brightness of the color compared to black color and can be considered as a quantitative participation of the black 

ingredient in the color in question. (14). 

 

3. Experiments 

56 samples (Fig. 3) from two viscosity grades of motor oils XW-30 and XW-40 were analyzed. The samples were 

selected from different batches of motor oils with different applications and ACEA performance levels. 5.0 ml of each 

sample was used to obtain an image.  The device used for capturing images is constructed using a styrofoam box 

measuring 45 × 40 × 35 cm, which is covered by a black foil closure to avoid the unfolding of the interference light, 

ensuring the uniformity of the captured image. 

The Triumph Board A 405 document camera, a 25-megapixel Nikon camera (D5300, DLSR) with a sensor size of 

23.5 × 15.6 mm and a PCE-RGB-2 colorimeter (Fig. 4) were used to capture images. The cameras were placed vertically 

in the center of the box and above the sample state. The distance between the chamber and the sample holder was 20 cm. 

A lamp built into the document camera is used for shooting. 
A total of 112 images were obtained (two for each engine oil sample). Then, in the center of each image, a region of 

interest (ROI) with × pixels was selected (Fig. 5). Because color histograms describe the statistical determination of colors 

in pixels, the choice of ROI provides sufficient information to obtain an appropriate classification model. 
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Fig. 3. Oil Samples                                                      Fig. 4. Colorimeter 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 5. Obtained Image 

 

4. Results and discussions 

 
The obtained results of the color components of all images are saved. Part of them (using Nikon camera) are shown 

in Table 1. The obtained values of the color components were analyzed statistically. 

The obtained values of the digital images using digital camera, document camera and colorimeter are compared 

between two viscosity grades of motor oils XW-30 and XW-40 and relations are shown on Fig. 6 (a-using Nikon camera; 

b-using document camera; XW-40 –blue color, XW-30 – red color). 

Obtained experimental results show that the viscosity classes are similar but definitly could be separate. But color 

features have values in the similar range and couldn’t be used as a features for oil viscosity grading using oil color. 

Also correlation coefficient was analaized to define informative features for color grading of oil viscosity. The results 

for XW-30 using three types of device for image acquisition are shown on Table 2. Device 1 is document camera with 

light, 2 - document camera without light and 3 – Nikon. The results show that the maximum value of the correlation 

coefficient is 0,396014. It is not appropriate to use these color components for separating motor oils in viscosity classes 

by color. But another option is to apply this experiment for separating the motor oils in one viscosity class and to recognize 

and qualify them by viscosity. 
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N R G B H S V L a b KV at 

100, cSt 

1 116,5462 108,1743 61,7438 50,8889 0,4729 0,4570 45,4122 -3,8054 27,0690 14,6 

2 135,8006 122,5900 71,3114 47,7071 0,4754 0,5326 51,5391 -2,4090 29,7911 14,77 

3 150,1308 130,5117 60,3200 46,8772 0,5981 0,5887 54,9892 -1,4306 39,8921 14,93 

4 125,9721 121,2541 84,7526 53,1467 0,3277 0,4940 50,4726 -4,2875 20,7075 14,73 

5 68,8650 66,0941 42,8895 53,6878 0,3777 0,2701 27,6802 -3,0628 14,5736 14,96 

6 66,4192 62,4750 37,0088 52,1350 0,4431 0,2605 26,1620 -2,7894 16,2483 14,99 

7 62,9637 60,0970 37,6084 53,3286 0,4045 0,2469 25,0516 -2,8793 14,3712 15,2 

8 52,0753 53,3407 43,1141 67,0074 0,1931 0,2092 21,8801 -2,7623 6,2774 13,62 

9 52,1517 50,0519 36,4757 52,1043 0,3026 0,2046 20,6263 -1,7966 9,0058 15,4 

10 58,5986 55,3883 33,8594 52,3421 0,4233 0,2298 22,9998 -2,5407 14,0050 15,6 

11 80,5437 91,5948 72,0585 93,9227 0,2136 0,3592 37,4449 -8,3912 9,8459 14,78 

12 70,6232 72,9044 52,3798 66,5864 0,2823 0,2859 30,2230 -4,9818 12,0177 14,96 

13 72,6152 71,9573 41,6034 58,8023 0,4307 0,2858 29,8900 -5,1005 18,3188 15,78 

14 71,3286 66,7925 30,5654 53,3329 0,5730 0,2797 27,9407 -3,8551 22,4739 14,74 

15 66,7418 62,6721 26,4888 53,9425 0,6054 0,2617 26,0885 -4,0016 22,5410 15 

16 68,2593 67,4590 39,9731 58,3191 0,4160 0,2677 27,9990 -4,6259 16,8111 14,64 

17 72,7363 68,6167 30,2004 54,2080 0,5870 0,2852 28,6594 -4,3199 23,5697 14,26 

18 60,5597 56,5324 24,6857 53,2878 0,5949 0,2375 23,4198 -3,4457 20,2958 14,79 

19 60,8601 63,3054 45,8533 68,3352 0,2778 0,2483 26,0591 -4,5872 10,3915 14,43 

20 72,2990 80,7486 62,3737 87,6350 0,2279 0,3167 33,1060 -7,2317 9,7154 15,78 

21 64,2558 60,2280 24,4639 53,9416 0,6221 0,2520 25,0103 -3,9272 22,3879 14,57 

22 61,4250 55,8688 19,2418 52,1185 0,6904 0,2409 23,2225 -3,1015 23,2124 15,35 

23 68,1379 62,5046 23,1152 52,5206 0,6621 0,2672 26,1437 -3,5080 24,5468 15,21 

24 63,9197 59,6464 23,6323 53,6606 0,6319 0,2507 24,7801 -3,8148 22,5882 15,91 

25 63,5665 57,4385 19,1070 51,7735 0,7029 0,2493 23,9638 -2,9987 24,1787 15,31 

26 70,7015 66,8725 36,3568 53,3664 0,4873 0,2773 27,9852 -3,5524 19,0671 14,62 

27 71,5323 63,9305 20,3657 51,0976 0,7179 0,2773 26,9274 -2,8834 26,9735 14,8 

28 60,7008 43,6620 9,4775 40,0452 0,8469 0,2380 19,1335 3,8002 23,4720 14,89 

 

Table 1. The obtained results of the color components using Nikon camera 

 

     
 

a) Obtained using Nikon camera                              b) obtained using document camera 

Fig. 6. Relation between color characteristics and viscosity of motor oil 
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 Device R G B H S V L a b 

1 0,087574 -0,102633 -0,151744 -0,239350 0,165683 0,087681 -0,059532 0,248703 0,143128 

2 0,079867 -0,102006 -0,147627 -0,222355 0,159583 0,079801 -0,061005 0,237036 0,137792 

3 0,372072 0,350589 0,002372 0,149842 0,159709 0,396014 0,355204 -0,253879 0,207868 

 

Table 2. The calculated results for correlation coefficient 

 

Plans for the future research include additional experiments for assessment of other color features for oil quality 

grading and development of classification procedures based on neural networks. The research described in the paper will 

lead to find informative color features for oil quality assessment. Future work will be development of tool for fast quality 

assessment of oil viscosity class based on these color features. 

  

5. Conclusion 

 

The problem is how to assess oil viscosity with fast method and tool without expert. The paper describes a fast, 

inexpensive, non-destructive, image-based approach to analyzing and determining the viscosity grade. Two groups of 

motor oils of different viscosity class SAE XW-30 & SAE XW-40 were analyzed. For each sample of its digital image, 

the values of the three RGB components of the basic color model are obtained. The obtained images were converted to 
HSV and Lab color models in MATLAB. The digital images of the samples were obtained using digital camera, document 

camera and colorimeter. The obtained values of the color components were analyzed statistically. Obtained experimental 

results show that the viscosity classes are similar but definitely could be separate. But color features have values in the 

similar range and couldn’t be used as a features for oil viscosity grading using oil color. The maximum value of correlation 

coefficient used to assess the informativeness of the characteristics in relation to the viscosity of the oil is 0,396014. It is 

not appropriate to use these color components for separating motor oils in viscosity classes by color. But another option 

is to apply this experiment for separating the motor oils in one viscosity class and to recognize and qualify them by 

viscosity. Future research will include additional experiments for assessment of other color features for oil quality grading 

and development of classification procedures based on neural networks. 
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